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Race tto
o the Sun

Cog

by Rebecca Roanhorse

by Greg Van Eekhout

Guided by her Navajo ancestors,
seventh-grader Nizhoni Begay discovers
she is descended from a holy woman and
destined to become a monsterslayer,
starting with the evil businessman who
kidnapped her father.

Activated in an unfamiliar lab after being
damaged in an accident, a highly
advanced robot recruits four robot
accomplices to help him find the missing
scientist who created and cared for him.
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e
by Lisa McMann
In a latest entry in the sequel series to The
Unwanteds, Thisbe leads a team of
Grimere youths to help a war-stricken
Artimé, while Fifer is forced to make a lifechanging decision.

Mac Cr
Crack
ackss the Code
by Mac Barnett

13 and Coun
Counting
ting
by Lisa Greenwald
Confronted by a divorce, a loved one's
illness and social awkwardness, best
friends Kaylan and Ari organize a new
motivational list of 13 goals to achieve
before the end of the new school year.
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off the Bling

Preparing to face his archnemesis at the
Video Game World Championships, Mac
B. is challenged to break an almost
impossible secret code that has been
recovered from a KGB double agent.

by Jess Keating
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by Romily Bernard
Pretending to be a psychic to fit into her
tiny new swamplands community,
scientifically minded Kick reevaluates her
theories when kids start disappearing
amid rumors of a local curse.

This sequel finds the Genius Academy
orchestrating the theft of a priceless,
high-tech ring of power to outmaneuver
the schemes of a mad scientist who has
kidnapped Mary Shelley.

by Lauren Oliver
Helping to protect the remarkable
creatures that her neighbors in late 19thcentury Boston call “monsters,” Cordelia
teams up with human and fantastical
friends when her beloved father and
several creatures in his care go missing.

The Secr
Secre
et o
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oone
by Lee Edward Födi
Following an amazing blue-winged tiger
through a secret basement door to a
gateway to fantastical other worlds,
Ozzie is trapped in a dark magical
kingdom when his portal back to Earth
explodes.

Wanda Seasongood and the
Mostly T
True
rue Secr
Secre
et
by Susan Lurie
Fed up with her terror of a little brother
and her parents’ inclination to blame her
for his behavior, Wanda begins to
suspect that she has a real family
elsewhere.

